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“…a heart-full neo-soul number dripping in honeyed vocals and intimacy.”  
- Lock Magazine 

Rising singer-songwriter and flautist Kasia Konstance prepares to release her mesmerising new EP Different 
Skies on 23rd June 2023. Taken from the EP is lead single Every Time. 

The single is a euphoric delight from the offset; oozing with soul-tinged splendour, jazz-filled vignettes and 
subtle electronics throughout. Kasia has previously received support from the likes of BBC 6Music, BBC Radio 
2, Worldwide FM, Rinse FM, Reprezent Radio and many more. Talking about the single, Kasia explains, 
“Every Time is a poignant and introspective song about the importance of setting boundaries, especially when 
one is feeling vulnerable. The lyrics are heartfelt and relatable, expressing the struggles of maintaining healthy 
relationships while also taking care of oneself. The song's message is one that many people can resonate with, 
and it serves as a reminder to prioritise our own well-being and communicate our needs to others”. 

Born in Poland but now living in London, Kasia craves authenticity and hopes her music provides a moment of 
solace to those who need it. She finds inspiration from an eclectic mix of artists both old and new, crediting Ella 
Fitzgerald, Erykah Badu, as well as Mndsgn and SiR to name a few. Kasia was diagnosed with Multiple 
Sclerosis five years ago, and despite her ongoing battle with the condition, she credits music for helping her to 
relax and stimulate her thinking through the difficult moments. With her ‘Different Skies’ EP providing a snapshot 
into her creative vision, Kasia is an exciting artist you need to have on your radar in 2023. 

Kasia’s EP ‘Different Skies’ is a compelling listen that displays her incredible potential as an emerging artist. It 
also features her recent collaboration with former Ezra Collective member Dylan Jones on ‘Don’t Call Me (On 
My Birthday)’. 

Every Time is out on 23rd June 2023. 
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